
 

 

 

 Resourcing Workforce Investments, Not Drilling 

(ReWIND) Act 
 

Even as an unprecedented number of American families and small businesses face dire economic struggles, 

President Trump and Republicans in Congress are trying to funnel valuable COVID-19 Aid, Relief, and 

Economic Security (CARES) Act resources to bail out oil, gas and coal companies. America’s small businesses, 

including renewable energy companies, are facing hardship because of a dramatic, unexpected loss of business 

due to a global pandemic. Already the administration has pushed the Federal Reserve Board to alter its Main 

Street Lending Program to benefit the oil and gas industry, allowing CARES funds to be used to refinance prior 

debt unrelated to the current pandemic. And the Trump administration has made it clear that its support will not 

end there.1 Without additional oversight and restraints, the Trump administration could use the CARES Act to 

transfer enormous amounts of wealth from taxpayers to oil companies. 2 

 

The Resourcing Workforce Investments, Not Drilling (ReWIND) Act will stop President Trump’s bailout of 

the fossil fuel industry and protect resources for America’s small businesses and workers.   

 

The ReWIND Act precludes fossil fuel companies from receiving loans and loan guarantees from $500 billion 

administered by the Treasury and Federal Reserve under the CARES Act. 

 

Why: President Trump has promised that he will “never let the great U.S. Oil & Gas Industry down,”3 

while Secretary Mnuchin is looking at “setting up a lending facility for the [oil and gas] industry.”4 The 

Fed has already expanded eligibility for its Main Street Lending Programs at the industry’s request, to 

force the American public to pay off decades of a decade’s worth of bad debt for fossil by fuel 

companies and Wall Street banks.5 The ReWIND Act would end this destructive taxpayer funded bailout. 

 

 
1 SecBrouillete. (2020, April 30). Great news out of the Fed today in support of struggling U.S. energy companies. At the direction of President 

@realDonaldTrump, I will continue to work with Secretary @stevenmnuchin1 to provide other relief to the industry and fill our strategic reserves. 

[Tweet]. https://twitter.com/SecBrouillette/status/1256004407566708737 
2 Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis. (2020, January 16). IEEFA report: Oil majors live beyond their means ‒ can’t pay for 

dividends, buybacks [Press release]. Retrieved May 4, 2020, from https://ieefa.org/ieefa-report-oil-majors-live-beyond-their-means-%E2%80%92-

cant-pay-for-dividends-buybacks/ 
3 realDonaldTrump. (2020, April 21). We will never let the great U.S. Oil & Gas Industry down. I have instructed the Secretary of Energy and 

Secretary of the Treasury to formulate a plan which will make funds available so that these very important companies and jobs will be secured long 

into the future! [Tweet]. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1252591306028785667 
4 Mohsin, S. (2020, April 23). Mnuchin Weighs Lending Program for Struggling Oil Companies. Bloomberg. Retrieved May 4, 2020, from 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-23/mnuchin-weighs-lending-facility-for-struggling-oil-companies 
5 Dlouhy, J. A., & Natter, A. (2020, May 1). Fed Changes Open Door for More Drillers to Get Loans. Bloomberg. Retrieved May 4, 2020, from 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-30/fed-opens-door-for-oil-company-loans-after-lobbying-campaign 
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The ReWIND Act prohibits banks and other financial institutions that take advantage of CARES Act Title IV 

provisions—including  debt guarantees, additional borrowing authority, loans or loan guarantees—from 

operating or making new equity investments in fossil fuel companies for two years.  

 

Why: Banks are experiencing losses in their energy portfolios6 and setting up independent companies in 

preparation for owning and operating distressed oil and gas assets. This could destabilize the financial 

system and use public funds to prop up a flawed, debt-ridden business model. 7 Bank ownership of 

physical commodities has an established history of leading directly to corrupt activity and market 

manipulation. 8 U.S. taxpayers should play no part in subsidizing a business model that is risky at best 

and corrupt at worst. 

 

The ReWIND Act places a moratorium on new federal fossil fuel lease sales until the COVID-19 National 

Emergency is over.  

 

Why: Despite the global pandemic and an oil price crash, the Department of Interior (Interior) continues 

to rush forward with oil and gas lease sales and drilling permits. For example, on March 18, as millions 

of Americans were adhering to stay-home orders, Interior offered to lease 78 million acres in federal 

Gulf of Mexico waters for oil drilling. Interior is also moving forward with virtual public hearings for a 

controversial lease sale in the Greater Chaco Canyon region, an irreplaceable landscape sacred to the 

Pueblos and other tribes. At a time when there is already a historic glut of oil on the market, and it is 

impossible for many to weigh in on proposed leases, any new leases should be put on hold.  

 

The ReWIND Act caps the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) at its current physical limit of 714.5 million 

barrels, and clarifies that privately owned oil cannot be stored in the SPR.  

 

Why: The Trump administration wants to use the SPR to inflate oil prices. For instance, in March, 

President Trump requested $3 billion to buy oil for the SPR, and Majority Leader Mitch McConnell 

included it in his initial version of the CARES Act. 9 Secretary Mnuchin later suggested $20 billion for 

the SPR.10 President Trump has also proposed paying oil companies to not produce by designating their 

resources as an untapped part of the SPR. 11 The ReWIND Act makes it clear that the SPR cannot be used 

to raise prices in order to prop up failing oil companies.  

 

The ReWIND Act eliminates the president’s authority to use Title III of the Defense Production Act to provide 

loans or loan guarantees to fossil fuel companies, while maintaining the authority for other industries.  
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Why: The Trump administration explored using the Defense Production Act (DPA) to bail out the fossil 

fuel industry well before the COVID-19 crisis. 12 The National Mining Association has since suggested 

President Trump use the DPA for that purpose during the pandemic13—and it remains a risk. 14 The 

ReWIND Act would bar President Trump from using the DPA to bail out fossil fuel industries, while 

maintaining the DPA’s power to assist in other key areas like production of ventilators, masks, and 

testing equipment.      

 

The ReWIND Act eliminates the Secretary of the Interior’s authority to lower or waive royalty rates for fossil 

fuel leases on federal lands and in federal waters.  

 

Why: The Trump administration was considering lowering royalty rates to benefit drillers even before 

the COVID-19 pandemic. 15 Now, some members of Congress have asked that American taxpayers’ 

share of proceeds from federal lands and waters be lowered,16 and Secretary of Interior Bernhardt has 

promised to “quickly process” requests to lower rates for individual companies. 17 A reduction in royalty 

rates would not only cheat U.S. taxpayers, but also risks bankrupting states dependent on royalty 

revenues—all while they’re suffering from unprecedented economic turmoil during the pandemic. The 

ReWIND Act would protect taxpayers and struggling state governments from being shortchanged.  

 

The ReWIND Act ensures the public is able to participate in federal rulemakings by keeping all public 

comment periods that were underway before the COVID-19 National Emergency open until after the National 

Emergency has ended. ReWIND also suspends new rulemakings not specifically related to COVID-19 until the 

emergency is over, in order to ensure stop the Trump administration from sneaking through harmful more rules 

while the public is focused on the pandemic.  

 

Why: The Trump administration is rushing forward with a slate of environmental rollbacks while the 

public is distracted—as millions of Americans are quarantined at home; are occupied with caring for 

families; are unable to track rulemaking processes. The Trump administration has finalized the rollback 

of clean cars standards, refused to lower the legal limit for particulate matter, and undermined 

protections against toxic mercury pollution, among other deregulatory actions. 18 The ReWIND Act will 

hit pause on these destructive rollbacks, and ensure that the Trump administration is not able to sneak 

through rulemakings to help special interests, while Americans are distracted by the difficulties of the 

pandemic.  
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The ReWIND Act is endorsed by: Center for Biological Diversity, Sierra Club, Food & Water Watch Action, 

Friends of the Earth, Oil Change International, 350.ORG, Climate Justice Alliance, Climate Reality Project, 

Natural Resources Defense Council, Oxfam America, Greenpeace USA, Alaska Wilderness League 


